WHAT TO BRING TO CAMP

This camp is unique, so be prepared to handle all kinds of weather – warm/cool, rain/shine. Old clothes that are comfortable, durable and washable are recommended. Be sure to label your clothing.

***

- Pillow, linens for your bed (long twin) and towels
- An electric fan (the dorms are not air-conditioned and you may need extension cord)
- Alarm clock
- Bandana or sweatband
- Personal hygiene products: soap, comb and/or brush, toothbrush, toothpaste, deodorant, etc.
- Long jeans or slacks in case of cool weather
- Shorts
- Shirts or blouses
- Sweater or sweatshirt
- Outerwear for the weather: jacket, rain gear – hat and poncho/coat
- Socks (1 pair per day)
- Pajamas
- Underwear (1 pair per day)
- 1 pair of comfortable everyday shoes, extra spare pair (no open-toed shoes for classes)
- Flashlight with good batteries (bring extra batteries)
- Pencils, pens, sketchpad (optional)
- Notepaper, envelopes, stamps, postcards (optional)
- Plastic garbage bags for dirty and/or wet clothes
- Sunscreen and non-aerosol insect repellent
- Sunglasses
- Shower clogs/shower tote for personal care items
- Camera or iPod if you wish to take pictures (not cell phone, tablet, notepad, notebook or laptop)
- Backpack – school bag – tote
- Money (if you wish to purchase boomerangs or items in the bookstore)
- MP3 player (for free time only) if you wish

WHAT NOT TO BRING

- Snacks (food, including gum – attracts 4 & 6 legged visitors)
- Slick bottom shoes
- Cell phones, tablets, notepads, notebooks, laptops

Pictures will be posted during camp on twitter, @OhioBWISER, and on facebook so that parents can follow activities.

The camp is not responsible for lost or stolen items. Campers will be given keys to rooms and encouraged to use them. The daily schedule will be so full that spare time will be at a minimum.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR ALUMNI CAMPERS

- Lots of extra jeans for Environmental class every morning
- Long sleeve shirts
- Hat for the sun
- Extra pair - tennis shoes – shoes may get wet during environmental class
- 5 or more outfits for changing into after the environmental class to attend afternoon classes
- RUBBER BOOTS (If not available, you must have shoes to wear in water and other shoes for afternoon classes.)
- WATER BOTTLE